Station 10

Station 11

Station 12

Station 13

Strange tracks…

Searching for tracks…

Small but powerful…

Far jumps

Pretty headdress

Hungry hunter…

Which pecker leaves
behind round tracks
in the bark of its tree?

Which animal has great
tools for digging?

How many of your
friends would you have
to carry to be
as strong as an ant?

Which animal can jump
up to 6 meters far?

Why does the deer
carry a horn?

What is the fox’s
favorite food?
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Our team: Ferdinand, Toni, Karin, Gilbert and Lukas

Station 9

Sponsor

Station 8

Path
Gumperle

Having fun with crosswords

In this sheet of paper you
can find 13 questions to the
“Gumperle path”. To answer
these questions you have to
pay attention to all the information given to you along
the path.
Above the questions you can
see the number of the station
the question is about.
You can choose between 3
answers. Only one of them
is correct. Write the letter of
the answer you think is correct into the boxes below.

Station 1

Station 2

Station 3

Station 4

Station 5

Station 6

Station 7

Welcome

Smart birds

Who’s tweeting?

On the look-out…

Look careful…

Alarm, alarm…

What’s the name of
the patron saint of the
church of “Agums”?

Which kind of birds do daw,
jaybird and carrion crow
belong to?

Which bird brings its eggs
into the nests
of other birds?

How does
the common buzzard
kill its prey?

Which of these birds
has the widest
wingspread?

The black
and white hunter…
When does the badger
go out to hunt?
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In the morning
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What’s the so-called
“tree-phone” for?
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It warns the squirrel
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to attract
other animals
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to drive away
peckers

